RESULTS
Simulated MG strongly affects hBMSCs differentiation at day 28; bone markers are strongly modified in RPM exposed cells with a reduction of crystal size, a decrease in calcium deposition measured by alizarin Red, collagen 1, osteocalcin and ALP expression. Data obtained in our study are resumed in figure 1 and expressed as percent of control: in comparison with RPM control cells (red line), the RPM samples treated with Ca100-nHAps (green line) or Sr100-nHAps (yellow line) were able to strongly revert the effect of MG. In particular, this effect was higher in the presence of Sr100-nHAps in comparison to Ca100-nHAps. At the molecular level, the added nanoparticles positively modulated the expression of bone-specific markers and enhanced calcified matrix deposition during osteogenic differentiation when analyzed both at early and late stages of differentiation (8 and 28 days), increasing matrix protein deposition in comparison with 1 g treated samples. The nucleation, growth and spatial arrangement of newly deposited hydroxyapatite nanocrystals were evaluated using scanning micro X-ray diffraction and scanning micro X-ray fluorescence (data not shown). As leading results, we have found the emergence of a complex scenario where the spatial organization and temporal evolution of the process exhibit heterogeneous and self-organizing dynamics. CONCLUSIONS The possibility of controlling the differentiation kinetics, through the addition of synthetic nanoparticles, paves the way to empower the generation of more structured bone scaffolds in tissue engineering and to design new drugs in regenerative medicine, useful during long term space flights. Figure 1 -Effects of simulated MG (28 days) on hBMSCs untreated or treated with Ca and Sr enriched nHAPs. Bone markers expression (ALP, alkaline phosphatase activity, Ca crystals size, Collagen area and florescence intensity, Osteocalcin area and fluorescence intensity) is shown to be reverted by the addition in the culture media of Ca100-nHAps (green line) or, at higher extent, by Sr100-nHAps (yellow line), in comparison with untreated cells (red line). In blue line are indicated the cells cultivated in ground control, not exposed to RPM.
